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Unit 5 

Travel to Explore 

I-Reading 

A- Vocabulary 

   

 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- There are four emergency ……………………. on the plane. 

    a) masks                     b) exits                     c) belts                       d) vests 

2- All passengers should ………………... their seat belts before taking off. 

    a) wish                       b) fasten                    c) publish                   d) borrow 

3- I am so ……………… to attend Hala February festival with my family. 

    a) excited                   b) sandy                    c) scary                      d) colourful 

4- I ………………. to go to Makkah for Omrah, I’ve never done it before. 

    a) check in                 b) publish                 c) fasten                      d) wish 

5- There are 150 ………………on the plane. They booked their tickets. 

    a) vests                     b) exits                    c) passengers              d) belts 

6- People are waiting at the counter to ……………… their passports. 

    a) wish                    b) fasten                   c) study                       d) check 

excited Adj  attendant N  

passport control N  exit N  

departure lounge N  mask N  

baggage hall N  vest N  

check in Ph V  passenger N  

flight N  destination N  

aboard Adv  continent N  

belt N  population N  

fasten  V  wild life  N  

wish V  normally Adv  

leaflet N     
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7- The flight ……………… showed us all the safety rules of the flight. 

    a) attendants           b) masks                 c) continents              d) destinations 
 

8- This family is …………………., they have car factories and a big palace. 

    a) excited               b) scary                   c) wealthy                   d) colourful 

 

B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Horses are beautiful animals. They have different colours, and can run quickly. 

People like to watch horses because they are good-looking and powerful. The mother 

horse has one baby in the spring, and feeds the baby milk. Horses have long legs, and big 

eyes. They can walk and jump. After 4 years, a horse is considered an adult. Many people 

think that a pony is a young horse, but that is incorrect. A pony is a type of horse that 

does not grow very large. 

A- Choose the Correct Answer from a.b.c and d: 

1-The best title of this passage could be: 

a- A Little Pony 

b- A Baby Horse 

c- All About Horses 

d- The Mother Horse 

 

2- The underlined word “ they “ in line 2 refers to : 

a- People                b- colours                   c- horses                  d- animals 
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3- The underlined word “ powerful” in line 2 means : 

a- strong                  b- nice                       c- dangerous              d- small 

 

4- A pony is  not a young horse because: 
    

a- It can run quickly 

b- It does not have long legs 

c- It always eats grass 

d- It is a type of horse that does not grow very large. 

 

B- Answer the following questions: 
 

5- When has the mother horse got a baby ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

6- Why can horses run quickly ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

II- Writing 

A- Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c : 

1- Salem has just ……………….. his ball to go to the club.  

a) takes                      b) took                        c) taken                       

 

2- They usually ……………….. football with their friends.  

a) play                      b) played                     c) have played              

 

3- We go to the club ………………….. the weekends. 

a) in                            b) on                            c) at                              

 

4- Sara has just ………………….. back from London.  

a) come                        b) came                       c) coming                     

 

5- My father always ……………………. to the radio. 

a) listen                        b) listens                      c) listened 
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6- I take swimming lessons …………….……… Fridays. 

a) in                              b) on                            c) at 

 

7- I have just ……………..….. my lunch. 

a) eat                           b) ate                            c) eaten 

 

8- He hasn’t done his homework …………………….. . 

a) yet                         b) already                      c) just 
 

 

9- I’m waiting for my friend …………………… his house. 

a) under                    b) in front of                 c) on 

 
10- The next school year starts ………………….. September . 

a)   in                          b) on                             c) at 

 
 

B- Writing 

 Fill in the graphic organizer, then use it to write a paragraph of not less than 

4 sentences about ( Travelling by plane ) with the help of picture and guide words: 

 

comfortable – passport – baggage -  fasten – turn off – mobile  
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Travelling by Plane 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………..……….……… 

 

C- Spelling 

 

a) Write the missing words to complete the following sentences: 

 
1- We take our bags from the ……………………… 

 

 

 

2- You should wear a …………………… when you go sailing.  

 

 

 

3- I always wear a …………………… in my birthday party.  

Travelling
by planeWhy you like travelling by 

plane

........................................

How you like travelling

.........................................

What you need for travelling by 
plane

...............................................

What you should do on the plane

.............................................
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4- There are seven ……………………. in the world.  

 

5- Always fasten the seat ……………………. before the plane takes off.   
 

B- Combine the following: 

1- work + ed = ……………….                             2- attract + ive = ………….…… 

3- study + ed =………………                               4- beauty + ful = ……….………   

5- air + port = ………………                               6- comfort + able = ………….…  

7- play + ing = ………..….…                               8- week + end = ………….…….                                  

9- enjoy + able = ……………                              10- arrive + ed = ………………. 

11- wonder + ful = ………….                              12- happy + ly = …………….… 

13- shop + ing = …………….                              14- normal + ly = ……………… 

15- direction + s = …………..                              16- story + s = ………………… 

 

 

Unit 6 

Cultures and Traditions 

I-Reading 

A- Vocabulary 
 

east N  equally Adv  
west N  navigation N  
north N  navigate N  
south N  invention N  

step N  shipwright N  
pond N  shoemaker N  

directions N  water vendor N  
treasure N  safari N  
compass N  traditional Adj  
correctly Adv  flavoured Adj  
follow V  spicy Adj  
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Choose the right answer from a ,b, c and d : 

 

1- Early explorers used the stars to ………………... 

    a- wish                   b- navigate                    c- check                        d- fasten 

2- Mothers love all their children ............................ 

a- bravely                 b- aboard                      c- correctly                    d- equally 

3- They have found the .......................... map on that island. 

a- step                       b- treasure                    c- shoemaker                 d- navigation   

 

4- The  …………….….. helps people know the directions. 

   a- compass               b-pond                          c- safari                        d- treasure 

5- My family went on .......................... in South Africa last year. It was fun. 

a- safari                    b- compass                     c- step                          d- pond 

6- You should ............................the doctor's advice to get better soon. 

     a-fasten                   b- wish                          c-navigate                     d- follow 

7- Machboos is a/an......................... Kuwaiti dish, most people like to eat it. 

    a- colourful             b-excited                        c- traditional                 d-wealthy 

8- The ...................... was an important job in old Kuwait. Most people were fishermen. 

a- direction              b- pond                          c- shipwright                 d- compass 
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B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

 

 

        Japan is a country in Asia. It consists of 4 main islands and nearly 4.000 smaller 

islands. Japan also has high mountains. The highest mountain is Mount Fuji. The capital 

of Japan is Tokyo. Over 9 million people live there. The Japanese are known by their 

love to work very hard. Japanese food is very tasty. There are lots of rice, fish, and 

vegetables, but little meat, little fat or dairy. This food is very healthy which helps 

Japanese people live longer than any other people in the world. The most popular meal is 

Sushi which is made from raw fish with vegetables. 

A- Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d: 

1- The best title for the passage is: 

a- Mount Fuji                                              b- All About Japan 

c-The Capital City                                      d- A Healthy Diet 

2- The underlined word "there" in line "3" refers to: 

      a- Tokyo                  b- Asia                      c- country                      d- Fuji 

3- The underlined word “ popular ” in line “ 6“ means: 

      a- unhealthy             b- boring                  c- difficult                     d- famous 

4- Sushi is made from: 

      a- fat                        b- meat                     c- raw fish                      d- dairy 
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B- Answer the following questions: 

5- How many islands does Japan consist of ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- Why do Japanese people live longer than any other people in the world ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
II- Writing 

 

A- Grammar 

 

Choose the correct answer from a , b and c : 

 
1- Dad ........................ a new mobile phone last week. 

        a- is buying                       b- will buy                      c- bought   

2- Don't.......................... that tree. It's dangerous. 

        a- climbed                         b- climb                          c- climbing 

3- Did the Arab sailors ........................... the compass ? 

        a- invent                            b- invented                      c- inventing                 

4- ………………… does your sister like watching on TV ? 

        a- When                              b-What                           c- How                

5- .............................. the street signs to go to the bank. 

        a- Following                    b- Will follow                 c- Follow                  

 

6- We .......................... two weeks in London last holiday. 

        a- spent                          b- spend                            c- will spend  
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7- ............................ did people live in old Kuwait ?  

       a- What                     b- Where                     c- Who          

8- If you want to go to the supermarket, ……..….………. straight on this street. 
 

a- go                            b- going                           c- went                         

 
B- Writing 

 

Write a short paragraph of (4 sentences) about “Culture and Traditions of Kuwait “ 

with the help of a graphic organizer , picture and guide words  

 

Islam – speak -  Arabic - Machboos – Metabak –  traditional  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
                           

                            

 
 

Culture 
and 

Traditions 
of Kuwait 

What the religion in Kuwait 
is

........................................

How much you like the 
Kuwaiti culture

.........................................

What the language of the 
Kuwaitis is

...............................................

Kuwaiti dishes are like

.............................................
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                            Culture and Traditions of Kuwait 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
C- Spelling 

 

a-Write the missing words to complete the sentences: 

 
1- The …………………….. is a great invention 

 

 
 

 

2- The sailor found a …………………….. in the sea.  
 

 
 

 

3- There is a small  ………………………… in front of my house. 
 

 

 

 

4- The job of the ……………………………… was so popular in old 

Kuwait. 
  

b- Combine the following:     

1-  super + market= ………………                           2- final + ly = ……………….. 

3-  book + shop = …………………                          4- correct + ly = …………….. 

5- equal + ly = …………………...                           6- navigate + ed = …………... 

7- invent + tion=……………….....                8- colour + ful = …………….. 

9- un + comfortable  = …………….                         10- tall + er = ……………….. 

11- tall + est = …………………                                12- easy + er = ……………… 
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Unit 7 

Health Care 

I-Reading 

A- Vocabulary 
 

dentist N  missing N  
appointment N  sticky Adj  

note N  grind V  
twice Adv  function N  

light N  tear V  
toothache N  pleasant Adj  

fillings N  gently Adv  
gums N  intelligent Adj  
clear Adj  bravely Adv  

illness N  surrounded Adj  
bite V  narrow Adj  

 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : 

1- The policeman ran after the thief ………………….. 

     a- gently                    b- equally                   c- bravely                    d- correctly  

2- Each part of our body has a special ………………………. 

    a- appointment            b- function                c- note                          d- dentist 

3-  Look out! Don’t touch the dog or it may ……………..……you. 

     a- bite                       b- grind                      c- navigate                     d- fasten 
   

4- My brother is very ………………….… .He always gets full marks. 

    a- sticky                   b- pleasant                  c- intelligent                   d- narrow  

5- We need to…………………..…. wheat to get flour for making bread 

a- bite                       b- tear                          c- follow                        d- grind 

6- We prepared everything for the celebration, nothing is ……………………… 

   a- narrow                  b- clear                          c- missing                      d- pleasant 
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7- Today I have a/an ……………………… with the doctor. 

    a- note                      b- illness                      c- appointment                d- toothache 

  8- To have good teeth, people should visit the dentist …….………a year. 

    a- correctly               b- equally                    c- bravely                        d- twice  
 

B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

       Last weekend,  Hamad got an invitation from his friend , Ali to come to his birthday 

party on Friday. Hamad was so excited and decided to buy a present for Ali. Hamad 

asked his brother, Khalid to help him buy a nice present. Khalid is 12 years old. He is two 

years older than Hamad. They bought an elegant T-shirt for Ali. They spent a lovely time 

with their friends at the party.  Hamad ate a lot of chocolate and sweets but Khalid didn’t. 

Hamad started to have a toothache. His father took him to the dentist. The dentist made 

him fillings. Hamad no longer had toothache. 

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- The best title for the passage is: 

    a) The Dentist       b) Hamad’s Birthday       c) School Friends      d) Hamad’s Weekend 

2- The underlined word "elegant" in line (4) means: 

    a) beautiful             b) old                    c) strong                  d) sticky 

3- The underlined pronoun "him" in line (6) refers to: 

     a) Ali                     b) Hamad              c)Khalid                  d) father 
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 4- Hamad is ………………. Years old. 

a) twelve                 b) ten                    c) nine                   d) fourteen 

B- Answer the following questions: 

 

6- When was Ali’s birthday party ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7- Why did Hamad start to have toothache? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

II- Writing 

A- Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , and c : 

1- If I go to the market, I ……………….. some clothes. 

a- buy                       b- will buy                       c- bought                    

2- Sami will pass the exam if he ……………..…. well. 

a- study                     b- studied                         c- studies                   

3- If you don’t walk every day, you ………………….fit. 

a- won’t be                 b- will be                        c- be                         

4- My Aunt ………….…… fresh spices for our lunch yesterday. 

a- ground                   b-grinds                          c- will grind                

5- Last weekend, we …………….… a lovely time with our cousins. 

a- will have                b- had                             c- having                    

6- If you ………………… after your teeth, you will need fillings. 

a- won’t look             b- didn’t look                  c- don’t look            
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B- Writing 

Fill in the following graphic organizer then write a short paragraph of 4 sentences 

about ( A Visit to the Dentist ) with the help of the following picture and guide 

words: 

bad tooth – make fillings – brush – gums -  twice - sweets  

 

 

 

A Visit to the Dentist 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………… 

 

A Visit to 
the 

DentistWhat the dentist did for you

........................................

Why you went to the dentist

…………................…………

What you should do to have good 
teeth

….................................................

What you shouldn’t do to have 
good teeth

…...............................................
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C-Spelling 

a- Write the missing words in the following sentences: 

 

1- The road to the city is so ……………………….. .     

                   
2- The doctor always writes …………………. about his patients.  

 

 

3- You should take care of your teeth and ……………………. . 

 

 

4- I switch the …………………..  on when I study my lessons. 

 

 

b- Combine the following : 

 

1- wind + y = …………….…                          2- fun + y = ………..……….. 

3- noise + y = ………………..                         4- health + y = ……………… 

5- sun+y = …………..………                          6- after + noon = ……………. 

7- break + fast = ………………                      8- ear + rings = ………………  

9- foot + ball = …………………                    10- home + work = …………… 

11- shine + y = ………………..                      12- believe  + ed = …………… 

13- safe + un = ……………….                       14- noisy + est = …………….. 
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Unit 8 

Sports and Technology 

I-Reading 

A-Vocabulary 
 

 

stretch V  download V  

size N  muscle N  
really Adv  skill N  
sure Adj  self-defence N  

technology N  confident Adj  
lifestyle N  improve V  
wearable Adj  fish rod N  

smartwatch N  patient Adj  
calorie N  athletic Adj  

heart rate N  frequently Adv  
 

 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d : 

 

 

1- I did a lot of work today, so I’m ………….…… tired. 

   a- equally                 a- twice                       c- correctly                   d- really 

 

2- Football players always ………………… before and after the match. 

  a- stretch                  b- improve                   c- navigate                   d- download 
 

3- My grandmother is really sick. Her ……………….… is not regular. 

   a- size                       b- fishing rod                c- heart rate                    d- self-defense 

 

4- To get a good job , you have to  ………………….your language. 

  a- fasten                   b- improve                    c- download                  d- stretch 
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5- We always …………………….many games from the Internet. 

  a- stretch                     b- download                    c- grind                       d- fasten 

 

6- Smartwatches are very important ………..….…….technology. 

  a- patient                     b- wearable                     c- pleasant                   d- surrounded 

 

7- I  learned ………….……. at the gym and now I can defend myself. 

  a- heart rate                b- muscle                         c- technology               d- self-defense 

 

B- Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

       

 

 

        People all over the world use computers. Computers are everywhere, at homes, 

schools, hospitals, banks and offices. With the help of computers, people can do their 

work faster and easier. Computers also help people find information easily and quickly 

on the internet. Students usually use computers in their studies. You can communicate 

with your family using computers. Computers were very big , heavy and slow in the past. 

But now people take laptops with them everywhere. Children and adults use computers 

for fun too. They play games and watch movies and cartoons. I cannot imagine life 

without computers. 

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 

1- The main idea of the passage is: 

   a- Computers are great inventions.                            b- Computers were big in the past. 

   c- Children play games on computers.                      d- Children and adults use laptops. 
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2- The underlined word "communicate" in line (4) means: 

   a-  help                        b- talk                         c- carry                       d- work 

                  

3- The underlined pronoun "them" in line (6) refers to: 

   a- laptops                   b- computers                c- people                    d- studies 

 

4- According to the passage, Laptops are: 

  a- old and slow         b- ancient things         c- heavy and big         d- modern inventions 

 

B- Answer the following questions: 

5- Where can we use computers ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- How do adults and children use computers ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 II- Writing 

A- Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a , b and c : 
 

1- Nasser likes languages. He is good at …………………… English. 

   a- spoke                             b- speak                              c- speaking  

2- Don’t …………………… the trees, they give us fresh air. 

   a- cutting down                 b- cut down                        c- will cut down  

3- Football players always ……………………… before the match. 

   a- stretch                           b- stretched                         c- will stretch 
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4- He is really good at ……………………… judo. 

   a- does                                    b- doing                                c- do 

5- ……………………… the door quickly, someone is knocking. 

   a- Opened                               b- Opens                               c- Open 

6- My friend usually ……………………… her smartwatch to count calories. 

   a- is using                                      b- uses                                  c- used  

7-……………………. healthy food and go for a walk twice a week to keep fit. 

a- Eating                                 b- Eat                                   c- Eats 

 

B- Writing 

Fill in the following graphic organizer then write a short paragraph of 4 sentences 

about ( Your Favourite Sport ) with the help of the following picture and guide 

words: 

running – friends – practise – club – keeps fit – healthy 

 

 

 

My 
Favourite 

SportWho you play it with

........................................

What your favourite sport is

.........................................

Where you play it

...............................................

How it is useful for you

.............................................
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My Favourite Sport 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………..…………. 

 

C- Spelling 

 

a- Write the missing words in the following sentences: 

 
 

1- My father bought me a beautiful ………………….. at my birthday. 
 

 
 

2- Playing sports helps me keep strong ………………… 

  

3- Football players always …………………. before the match.  

  

4- People always ……………….. games from the internet. 

  

5- The fisherman uses a ……………………. to catch fish. 

  

b- Combine the following : 

1- hop + ing = …………………                    2- swim + ing = ………..……… 

3- run + er = …………………..                    4- win + er = …………………… 

5- ride + ing = …………………                   6- drive + ing = ……………..…. 

7- smart + watch=………………                  8- wear + able = ……………..… 

9- some + thing =………………                    10- down + load = ……………… 
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 وزارة التربية

 الإدارة العامة للتعليم الخاص

 للغة الإنجليزية التوجيه الفني

 2023/2024الفترة الدراسية الثانية    - الخامسصف لل تجريبي امتحان

 دقيقة لكل مهارة 22اللغة الانجليزية / الزمن:  المجال الدراسي:

 التعبير (  -الاستيعاب المقروء / الكتابة: القواعد  -)القراءة: المفردات 

 

First Period Mock Exam ( 40 Marks) 

I- Reading ( 20 Marks ) 

A- Vocabulary ( 8 Marks ) 

Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d: ( 4 x 2 = 8 Marks ) 

 

1- We waited for our father’s ……………….. at the airport. 

    a- arrival                   b- step                     c- invention                 d- leaflet 

 

2- Passengers go to the counter to …………..…… their passports. 

    a- wish                     b- follow                  c- navigate                   d- check 

 

3- People in old Kuwait used ………………… farming ways. 

    a- spicy                     b- excited                c- traditional                d- flavoured 

 

4- You have to answer all the questions ………….……. in the exam. 

a- correctly              b- equally                 c- normally                   d- abroad 
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B- Reading Comprehension ( 12 Marks )   

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

  Do you know how the Teddy bear got its name?  The 26th 

President of the United States was called Teddy. He liked hunting. 

One day he went on a bear hunt with some friends, but they didn’t 

find any bears in the jungle. He was very sad because he didn’t find a bear. The next day, 

his hunting guide found an old, tired bear.  He told the president to shoot it. But president 

Teddy refused because it is not sporting to hunt the injured old bear. After that 

shopkeepers made and sold stuffed toy bears for years and called them Teddy bears.  

 

 

 

 

A- Choose the Correct Answer from a,b,c and d: ( 4 x 2 = 8 Marks ) 
 

1- The best title of this passage could be: 

a- The 26th President of the United States 

b- How The Teddy Bear Got Its Name 

c- Bear Hunt is a Nice Hobby 

d- Selling Teddy Bears 

 

2- The underlined word “ stuffed “ in line ( 7 ) means : 

a- filled                                   

b- used              

c- pleased                    

 c- stripped   

 
3- The underlined word “ it “ in line ( 6 ) refers to : 

a- day                                             

b- bear                

c- jungle             

   c- hunt                                                        
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4- Teddy bear was named after: 

a- The hunting guide’s name 

b- The shopkeeper’s name 

c- President Teddy’s name 

d- A friend’s name 

 

B- Answer the following questions:( 2 x 2 = 4 Marks ) 

 

5- Why did president Teddy refuse to hunt the injured bear? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

6- How did president Teddy spend his free time ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

II- Writing ( 20 Marks ) 

A- Grammar ( 8 Marks )   

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c : ( 4 x 2 = 8 Marks ) 

1- My friend is good at ………………….. tennis. 

a- play                            b- plays                             d- playing 

2- My father always …………………. to the radio. 

a- listen                         b- listens                           d- listened 

3- My mother ………………… me to Al-Mubarakiya Market last week. 

a- took                          b- takes                              d- is taking 

4- If he eats too many sweets, he …………………. many bad teeth. 

a- has                            b- will have                        d- had 
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B- Writing ( 8 Marks ) 

 

Fill in the graphic organizer then write a paragraph of not less than 4 sentences 

about  “ Kuwait Airport  “ with the help of a picture and guide words: 

south – plane – shops – restaurants – coffee shops -  take off 

 

 

 

 

 

Kuwait Airport 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Kuwait 
Airport

What it looks like

........................................

Where Kuwait airport is 
located

.........................................

What you can see there

...............................................

What you enjoy watching

.............................................

 

 

Rubrics 

Graphic 

organizer 

Exposition of 

ideas & number 

of sentences 

Grammar & 

Spelling 

Punctuation Handwriting Total 

1 4 1 1 1 8 
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C- Spelling ( 4 Marks )  

a- Write the missing words in the following sentences:( 2 x 1 = 2 Marks ) 

 

1- My brother bought a nice ……………… yesterday. 

 

2- The dentist asked me to brush my teeth and …………….. daily. 

 

b- Combine the following:( 2 x 1 = 2 Marks )  

1- win + er = …………………              

   2- after + noon = …………….……. 

 

 

 

 

 


